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From 1771 to his loss of life in 1790, Benjamin Franklin was along the way of writing what he
known as his Memoirs. In the heart of the task, Franklin wrote of his "bold and arduous Task of
arriving at Perfection" when he was a man. Today the complete unfinished manuscript is
called The Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin, and is considered probably the most popular
and influential examples of autobiography ever created. Portions of the unfinished work were
released posthumously as Memoirs of the Personal Existence of Benjamin Franklin, first in
French in 1791, and in English in 1793. He prepared a listing of thirteen virtues he wished to
ideal in himself, and made a chart in which to keep an eye on his shortcomings. Franklin
strayed from the virtuous route on many events, and uncovered perfection was an impossible
thing to accomplish, but felt an improved man for the effort. Among Franklin's list of virtues
were personal traits (frugality, moderation, tranquility) and social traits (sincerity, justice,
humility). Applewood Books now presents Benjamin Franklin's Reserve of Virtues as Franklin
intended it — a lovely little hardcover, complete with the list of thirteen virtues and a chart to
monitor one's own progress.
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Thirty-Two Webpages of a Wondrous Experiment of the Test of Virtue Review of: "Benjamin
Franklin's Publication of Virtues," Hardcover – September 27, 2016 by Benjamin Franklin
(Author)."As stated, Benjamin Franklin decided to gauge his personal virtues every day, and
alas, came up wanting. The publisher remarks condition: "From 1771 to his death in 1790,
Benjamin Franklin was in the process of composing what he known as his Memoirs. In the
center of the task, Franklin wrote of his "bold and arduous Project of coming to Perfection"
when he was a young man. Today the entire unfinished manuscript is called The
Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin, and is considered one of the most famous and influential
types of autobiography ever written. Portions of the unfinished function were published
posthumously as Memoirs of the Personal Life of Benjamin Franklin, first in French in 1791, and
then in English in 1793. He prepared a list of thirteen virtues he wanted to ideal in himself, and
made a chart in which to keep an eye on his shortcomings. Among Franklin's list of virtues
were personal characteristics (frugality, moderation, tranquility) and social characteristics
(sincerity, justice, humility). Franklin strayed from the virtuous path on many events, and
discovered perfection was an difficult thing to achieve, but felt an improved man for the effort.
Applewood Books right now offers Benjamin Franklin's Book of Virtues as Franklin intended it
- a beautiful little hardcover, complete with the set of thirteen virtues and a chart to monitor
one's own progress.This is a fantastic little volume. The experiment though, that was the basis
of this reserve, allowed him to acknowledge that he was not perfect, nor is any man. As such
he did have the ability to adroitly address his self-esteem and satisfaction by stating on the
last web page (p .28), "In reality, there is, perhaps, no-one of our natural passions so difficult to
subdue as satisfaction. Disguise it, have a problem with it, defeat it down, stifle it, mortify it as
much as one pleases, it really is still alive, and can once in a while peep out and reveal; you
will see it, perhaps, frequently in this background; for, even easily could conceive that I had
completely overcome it, I should probably be proud of my humility." It really is thirty-two web
pages of a wondrous experiment of the check of virtue. I utilized these in gift bags and it's a
quality looking thoughtful gift. An absolute must have for personal accountability.. Every
American should own this book. 5 Stars for Franklin! MUST Read, Specifically for Parents
Delivered quickly and because described. 5 Celebrities for Franklin. A nifty handbook that I
reference when I need motivation/inspiration .. A MUST-READ Essential read - you may also
'hear' the tone of voice of Benjamin Franklin and get a feeling of his humor! A nifty handbook
that I actually reference when I need motivation/inspiration - extremely relevant in 2018! It is
really amazing how those mainly self educated folks of Franklin's time thought clearly and
developed an enthusiastic sense of correct and wrong and how challenging it is to do right in
a very flawed world. Cute little interesting pamphlet Tiny publication but inspiring
nonetheless. Franklin's 13 virtues provide a novel perspective. Practical, and a great enhance
the home library! Small hard cover. Nice publication had wanted it for years. Nice little
hardback, read in one evening, an eternity of advice..! History. Great book! Very good for
developing and exercising strong character. Each one of these little books are great. Hard
bound book and an instant read. Great little read. Perfect Awesome book Great reminders
Reminders in person paragraphs. I bought this one after the constitution and Declaration of
Independence. I used . Furthermore, I'd urge every mother or father to learn this little reserve
and educate their kids accordingly.. Hard bound reserve and a quick read. Five celebrities! A
look into among our founding fathers . History...! A look into among our founding fathers. Five
Stars Smart man Small but Awesome If you like seeing what kind of individuals are founding
fathers are these books give you an insight to them as people. Do yourself a favor and pick

and choose it up!
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